Breakout Session: Tuesday at 9:20am

Utilizing Hyperion to Integrate Planning, Reporting, and Financials at
Clemson University
Clemson University utilizes Commitment Control within PeopleSoft Financials, presenting
a challenge when integrating with Hyperion Public Sector Planning and Budgeting. Come
to a session where we are going to discuss the ins and outs of integration, from high level
data flow down to detailed version compatibility. Also hear about how we handled the
Budget Amendment process, utilizing a custom solution in Hyperion that assists with
everything from the amendment process through to reporting and analytics. Integration
was performed using FDMEE, Financial Data Management Enterprise Edition, and a
custom data warehouse. The combination of the two allows us to report on both Actuals,
Budget, and Budget Amendment data in a single location.
Speakers:
Jim Baxter
Prior to starting at Clemson in 2011, Jim worked in the manufacturing and
distribution industries in roles at programmer, analyst, and management
levels. Jim has extensive experience with Budgeting and Planning,
PeopleSoft Financials, and database programming and support. Jim’s
specialties and expertise include: Problem solving, process improvements,
extensive database design and planning, business-critical decision-making,
structured programming and design, and written and oral communication,
business and technical.
Jim Baxter is responsible for administering, supporting, and developing applications for the
Clemson University's Hyperion Planning systems, while also maintaining expertise in the
PeopleSoft Financials system. As part of the Higher Education User Group (HEUG) for Oracle, Jim
serves on the Product Advisory Group (PAG). Additionally, as Track Chair, supports the conference
committee by coordinating and selecting presentations for the annual conference. Jim lives outside
of Greenville with his wife, Jennifer, and stepchildren from Athens.
Jonathan Etkin
Jonathan Etkin is a Vice President in the consulting practice at Performance
Architects, with over 20 years of experience in finance, accounting, and
consulting in the business intelligence and performance management arenas
at organizations including Avon, ISA Consulting (now Ernst & Young), Ranzal
(now Edgewater Technology), and Tidemark. Jonathan holds a B.S. in
Finance from The State University of New York at Albany and an M.S. in
Information Systems from Pace University. He is a frequent presenter at
industry events such as Oracle Higher Education Users Group (HEUG) Alliance and local Oracle
user group events.

